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The use of computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) has
not been without controversy, with a pervasive sense of skepticism and resis-
tance towards its adoption by many scholars. Language-based researchers in par-
ticular, such as conversation and discourse analysts, have been slow to embrace
such tools for their work. In this paper we illustrate how we have used ATLAS.ti
to support our own conversation and discourse analysis work, in order to demon-
strate how such a tool can be leveraged to complete nine analytic tasks. Tasks
and features we describe include, among others, transcribing and synchronizing
transcripts with media files, engaging in unmotivated looking through creating
quotations, and conducting a close, line by line analysis through writing memos.
We illustrate how ATLAS.ti has allowed us to document our analytic decisions
in a transparent, reflexive, rigorous and systematic way. We note, too, limitations
of the software such as a lack of real-time collaboration support and challenges
inherent to the analysis of video and online interactional data. Rather than taking
control away from the researcher, we argue that ATLAS.ti enables the analyst to
solve a range of methodological challenges, such as working with large data-sets
and supporting deeper levels of analysis than is possible by hand.

Keywords: CAQDAS; software; technology; ATLAS.ti; transcription; analysis;
conversation analysis; discourse analysis

Introduction

Since the 1980s, an increasing number of qualitative researchers have begun using
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), such as ATLAS.ti,
QSR NVIVO and MAXQDA; however, the use of CAQDAS has not been without
controversy, with a pervasive sense of skepticism and resistance towards its adoption
by many scholars. The history of this troubled relationship between qualitative
researchers and the CAQDAS community has been reported in depth by Davidson
and di Gregorio (2011), Gilbert, Jackson, and di Gregorio (2014), and Paulus,
Lester, and Britt (2013). Concerns that the software can take control of the analysis
or that its primary use is for the quantification of data have resulted in persistent
misconceptions regarding CAQDAS. For example, some researchers continue to
believe that CAQDAS best (or only) supports grounded theory (Lonikila, 1995)
because this was the primary qualitative methodology being developed at the same
time as the early CAQDAS packages (Davidson & di Gregorio, 2011). Further, there
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has been a long-standing critique that CAQDAS only supports traditional forms of
coding (Coffey, Holbrook, & Atkinson, 1996) while others argue that in actuality
the software affords a variety of forms of analysis, including conversation analysis
and discourse analysis (CA/DA) (Lee & Fielding, 1996; Paulus, Lester, & Dempster,
2014; Silver & Lewins, 2014). Gilbert et al. (2014) noted that some of the common
difficulties users experience in transitioning from paper-based analysis to software
include: (1) missing the ability to work directly on paper, resulting in a feeling of
‘distance’ from data; (2) engaging in nonproductive coding or analysis practices; (3)
experiencing difficulties in managing analytic distance; (4) not recognizing when the
software is not doing what you think it is doing; and (5) being tempted to turn quali-
tative data into quantitative data. In contrast, Gilbert et al. (2014) and others have
highlighted the benefits of using CAQDAS, including the ability to: (1) work effi-
ciently with a large data-set, (2) work productively and transparently in teams, (3)
manage data systematically, and (4) maintain portable and durable data. Further,
some researchers have pointed to the ability of software to provide greater transpar-
ency around methods as being a central rationale for its use (Odena, 2013; Paulus
et al., 2013).

While historically there has been relatively little discussion around the use of data
analysis software within the CA/DA community, there are a few exceptions. For
instance, some researchers have noted that the ‘code and retrieve’ functions of software
are not useful for CA/DA work (Gibbs, Friese, & Mangabera, 2002). Gibson and
Brown (2009), however, countered this, claiming that code and retrieve functions can
be useful for DA, such as to code extracts by their function and have the relevant
extracts easily retrieved for subsequent analysis. Konopasek (2008) noted that the func-
tionality of the software goes well beyond code and retrieve functions. While Seale
(2000) speculated that software may not be needed for the small data sets common to
CA/DA; others, such as King (2010) and Silver and Lewins (2014), suggested that the
software can be quite useful with a small data-set as well as to researchers who wish to
work with larger datasets – something that is becoming increasingly common with the
rise of social media and other sources of ‘big data’ (Blank, 2014; Lindgren, 2013). King
(2010) and others (Gibbs et al., 2002; MacMillan, 2005; Ten Have, 2007) noted the
limitations of CAQDAS around transcription, a key aspect for much of CA/DA work,
and suggested that these limitations have discouraged use of packages such as
ATLAS.ti, QSR NVIVO and MAXQDA. Others have speculated that more specialized
software, such as Transana (Mavrikis & Geraniou, 2011; Woods & Dempster, 2012),
Leximancer and Discursis (Angus, Rintel, & Wiles, 2013), may be more beneficial for
language-based analysis.

King (2010) responded to the reluctance of conversation analysts to use data anal-
ysis software packages by describing his use of QSR NVivo to engage in membership
category analysis. King described in detail the features used and concluded that:

… the ability to search and retrieve data, to store it in a single place and hyperlink it to
text and audio files and to constantly update or return to data and audit its analysis (all
of which NVivo and many other CAQDAS packages are capable of), means that they
should be considered. (p. 13)

Still others have not been convinced even after trying the software themselves.
MacMillan (2005) concluded that CAQDAS has limited uses for CA/DA researchers
based on a perception that the tool ‘lifts the discourse out of context’ and that tools
primarily support ‘rudimentary coding’ and are therefore ‘… more time consuming

2 T.M. Paulus and J.N. Lester
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than useful’ (p. 15). MacMillan’s critique of QSR NVivo, Qualrus and MAXQDA
included technical difficulties, a steep learning curve, and researcher preference for
doing the analysis by hand. MacMillan’s conclusions, however, reminded us of
Gilbert et al.’s (2014) observation that:

… most concerns raised about individual programs are overly alarmist (or alarmist for
the wrong reasons) and tend to be raised by individuals with limited qualitative
research knowledge and/or limited QDAS expertise, or individuals who have failed to
keep current on the capabilities of QDAS. (p. 233)

Fielding (2008) and, more recently, Woods, Paulus, Atkins, and Macklin (2014)
noted that most users underutilize the features of data analysis software. So it may
be that analysts such as MacMillan are not fully aware of the software’s capability
and are thus disappointed with their experience.

In our review of the literature, we found contradictory claims around the use of
software for CA/DA studies. While MacMillan (2005) concluded that none of the
three packages she reviewed were suitable for discourse work for the reasons listed
above, Schoenfelder (2011) compared the use of QSR NVivo 8 and MAXQDA 10
for DA and concluded that both had useful features, but that MAXQDA was more
flexible and thus more useful for his purposes. More broadly, a growing number of
researchers are using data analysis software, yet few describe in much detail how
they use these tools, such as which features of the software they used in the analysis
(Woods et al., 2014).

In this article, we follow Gilbert et al.’s (2014) recommendation to demonstrate
the analytic tasks for CA/DA researchers and how the technology can be leveraged
to successfully complete them. We illustrate how one data analysis software pack-
age, ATLAS.ti, can be effectively used for CA/DA studies. We begin by situating
the discussion in the context of two of our own published research studies – one
which analyzed around 175 hours of therapy talk (Lester, 2014), and the other which
analyzed three semesters of undergraduate student blog posts (Lester & Paulus,
2011; Paulus & Lester, 2013).

Context of the data illustrations

Our illustrations come from two separate discourse studies, both of which were
approved by our institution’s ethics board. Drawing upon both discursive psychol-
ogy (DP) and CA, the first study analyzed 175 hours of therapy data in a pediatric
clinic for children with developmental disability labels (Lester, 2012, 2014). Specifi-
cally, this study was concerned with the everyday, discursive practices of eight pedi-
atric therapists (three speech language pathologists, two occupational therapists, one
physical therapist, one autism specialist, and one support group facilitator/medical
secretary), 12 children with autism labels, and 14 parents/guardians (11 mothers and
three fathers). All of the children were described by therapists and parents as exhib-
iting some type of communication challenge, with five of the children described as
‘functionally nonverbal’ (Lester, 2014). Everyday interactions were recorded, includ-
ing those that took place in the individual and group therapy sessions and the
clinic’s waiting room. Interviews with both the therapists and parents were also
conducted, along with observational notes over the course of several months. The
focus of the analysis was initially on the ways in which autism was constructed at
the level of discourse.

International Journal of Social Research Methodology 3
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The second study was an analysis of blog posts made as part of an instructional
task for undergraduate students enrolled in a large nutrition lecture course at an
American research university (Lester & Paulus, 2011; Paulus & Lester, 2013; Paulus
& Spence, 2010). One hundred eight-six students were invited to participate in the
study, with 168 agreeing to participate. Students were assigned to small groups in
which they shared a blog post based on their experiences with or beliefs about die-
tary supplements and then commented on the posts of other students. The focus of
our analysis was on how students wrote about their experiences with dietary supple-
ments prior to attending a lecture on the topic (pre-lecture posts) and how they
wrote about what they learned after attending the lecture (post-lecture posts).

For both of these studies, three broad questions guided our analyses: (1) What is
the discourse doing? (2) How is the discourse constructed to do this? and (3) What
resources are present and being used to perform this activity? (Potter, 2004; Wood
& Kroger, 2000). Furthermore, we selected these two different research examples
because they illustrate the use of ATLAS.ti for two different types of discourse data:
talk-based (therapy data) and text-based (blog data).

Analysis process for CA/DA studies

Across our work, we drew upon a variety of approaches to DA. Broadly, DA is a
methodological lens that includes a broad array of approaches, many of which focus
on the function of language. Across many discourse traditions, there is an assump-
tion that language is always doing something – it is inviting, blaming, complaining,
etc. It is not simply a representation of an inner mental state or a conduit for one’s
thoughts; rather, it is action-oriented. More particularly, in our work, we drew exten-
sively upon DP; an approach to DA that was influenced by ethnomethodology, Witt-
genstein’s theory of language, and is now influenced by CA (discussed below)
(Lester & O’Reilly, in press). DP is particularly interested in how people report their
mental states (Edwards & Potter, 1992), and more generally offers a critique of
cognitivist views of language. This form of DA grew out of an explicit focus on res-
pecifying psychological constructs, such as memory, cognition, learning, etc., as fun-
damentally discursive entities. In other words, DP considers how psychological
matters ‘… are produced, dealt with and made relevant by participants in and
through interaction’ (Hepburn & Wiggins, 2005, p. 595).

In addition, CA, a methodology that focuses on the study of the systematic and
organized nature of everyday and institutionalized talk (Sacks, 1992), has also
informed much of our work. CA grew out of the work of Harvey Sacks in the
1960s (Drew, 2015), with his early work focused on telephone calls made to a Sui-
cide Prevention Center. Specifically, he considered how the callers’ accounts were
produced in interaction with those who received the calls. His analytic focus was on
the sequential organization of the talk (Drew, Heritage, Lerner, & Pomerantz, 2015),
with a particular focus on naturally occurring data (i.e., data produced regardless of
whether the researcher existed). Broadly, CA focuses on what the talk is doing rather
than the topic of the talk (Schegloff, 1999).

Across these language-based analytic approaches, traditional notions of ‘coding’
are not typically used. Rather, there is a close focus on the actual interaction, with
analysts often narrating or making sense of the function of various conversational
features in the context of a given interaction. For instance, the discourse analyst may
focus on lexical choices and the ways they mark a particular conversational turn.

4 T.M. Paulus and J.N. Lester
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Thus, while CAQDAS has traditionally been conceived of as a tool to support tradi-
tional notions of coding, we have found that it supports a variety of approaches to
analysis, which has led us to turn toward using ATLAS.ti.

A turn to ATLAS.ti

Alongside QSR NVivo and MAXQDA, ATLAS.ti is considered one of the major
CAQDAS packages available (Paulus et al., 2014; Silver & Lewins, 2014). More
particularly, ATLAS.ti supports the analysis of text-based documents (e.g. tran-
scripts), audio and video data, and images. Initially developed at the Technical Uni-
versity of Berlin in 1989, ATLAS.ti now allows for analysts to directly code audio
or video files and synchronize transcripts with the media files. The newest version
of ATLAS.ti (Version 7) allows for multiple data document windows to be open,
which is particularly useful when working with multiple transcripts and/or synchro-
nized media files. We chose ATLAS.ti because of its flat coding structure and ability
to support analyses that are inductive and non-hierarchical in scope. Konopasek
(2008) described ATLAS.ti as a kind of ‘textual laboratory’ within which every
aspect of a research project can be connected, made visible on the screen, and
instantly accessed. For us, being able to read, annotate, code, visualize, and interpret
in one space within reach of not only our data but also our theoretical literature,
research proposals, and the ethics procedures approved by our institutional review
board, improved our ability to systematically document all of our research process
decisions (diGregorio & Davidson, 2008). In other words, our use of ATLAS.ti
allowed us to ‘make visible’ (Konopasek, 2008) our analysis process in ways that it
would not have been possible otherwise.

A step by step perspective on ATLAS.ti and CA/DA work

We next describe nine ways in which ATLAS.ti can be used to support CA/DA
work: (1) managing data through document families and quotations, (2) engaging in
teamwork through memos and merging, (3) transcribing and synchronizing the tran-
script with the media file, (4) conducting initial searches of the data to narrow the
analytic focus, (5) engaging in ‘unmotivated looking’ through creating quotations,
(6) narrowing the analytic focus through codes and outputs, (7) engaging in close,
line by line analysis through memoing, (8) maintaining a focus on discursive action
through hyperlinking and network views, and (9) exploring relationships with the
query tool. As recommended by Bringer, Johnston, and Brackenridge (2004) and
Siccama and Penna (2008), and illustrated by Franzosi, Doyle, McClelland, Rankin,
and Vicari (2013) and others (Hutchison, Johnston, & Breckon, 2010; Mavrikis &
Geraniou, 2011; Saillard, 2011), we have used screenshots (from ATLAS.ti for
Windows version 7) throughout our discussion to illustrate our process. Table 1
contains several ATLAS.ti-specific terms used throughout this paper.

Data management through document families and quotations

Johnston (2006) suggested that software should be used from the very beginning of
the research process rather than being taken up only at the analysis phase. ATLAS.ti
was particularly useful as a data management tool from the very start of our studies
to help organize the large amount of data we generated. In the nutrition blogging

International Journal of Social Research Methodology 5
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study, we had over 300 blog posts and 1600 comments, made by 168 students in 14
discussion groups. In the therapeutic clinic study, we had 175 hours of audio- and
video-based data to analyze. Rather than filing, photocopying, and/or organizing
paper copies of the data, data was stored in an ATLAS.ti project file (called a ‘her-
meneutic unit’ or ‘HU’). We were able to store not only the data, but also the ethics
board approval forms, task descriptions, data collection records, and all other pro-
ject-related documentation in the HU. These data sources are called ‘primary docu-
ments’ and can include not only text files but images, audio files, and video files. It
is this ability of ATLAS.ti to serve as an organizational and project management tool
that is often cited as a strength by researchers who adopt it (Konopasek, 2008).

ATLAS.ti allowed us to create primary document ‘families’ to organize our data
according to their ‘known characteristics’ (Friese, 2014; Silver & Lewins, 2014) of
analytic interest. For example, in the nutrition blogging study we used the primary
document families to organize our blog data by which discussion group it came
from and whether it came from the pre-lecture or post-lecture portion of the task
(Figure 1). This allowed us to later explore whether our findings were more or less
prevalent among certain discussion groups or whether they occurred before or after
students attended the lecture. Each primary document was clearly labeled by typing
descriptive information in the comment field, as shown in Figure 1, including the
date it was added to the project, which discussion group it came from, the number
of students contributing to that blog conversation, etc. ATLAS.ti also allowed us to
‘filter’ what was seen on the screen as we worked. For instance, when we were
working on the analysis of Group 16B, we could click on that family to isolate and

Table 1. Key ATLAS.ti terminology.

Term Definition

Hermeneutic unit (HU) The main project file
Primary documents (PD) Data files or data sources (e.g. transcripts, media files,

field notes, etc.)
Families and filters A group of related concepts being used in analysis

(document families, code families, memo families)
that allows you to limit the amount of information
that is seen on the screen in order to better focus on
your analysis

Quotation A segment of the data that is of interest to the analyst
Memo A researcher-generated note that captures the analyst’s thinking

about the research project as a whole (free memo) or a segment
of the data (linked memo)

Merge Combining the work of two or more researchers on a team into
one new project file

Time stamp Points at which the transcript is linked to the recorded data file,
enabling synchronized listening and/or viewing of the recording
with the reading of the transcript

Code A label used to mark, identify, or classify single words, phrases,
or longer segments of the data. A code can be a priori, in vivo,
or developed as the data is being analyzed (open-coding)

Output A report of the analysis that can be extracted from the software
into a text file, spreadsheet or other file formats

Hyperlinking and
network views

Tools that allow relationships in the data to be created and
represented in a visual manner

Query tool A way to retrieve quotations, codes or combination of codes that
help to answer the research question

6 T.M. Paulus and J.N. Lester
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view data from that group. This is particularly helpful when working with a large
dataset as it would be overwhelming to see all data sources present on the screen at
once.

Document families could also be used to organize data sources by, for example,
gender, research site, or other variables of analytic interest to the researcher. We will
explore this in more detail when we discuss queries.

After adding all of our primary documents to the HU, we unitized our data in
advance as we prepared for a collaborative approach to analysis. Each blog post and
each comment were designated as a quotation (Figure 2) prior to analysis and coded
as to its form (blog post or comment) and source (pre-lecture discussions or post-
lecture discussions). This was particularly important because we were working as a
team, and we wanted to be able to analyze the data separately, merge our analyses,
and look through the merged analysis together. By creating quotations prior to the
analysis, we ensured that we would be attaching our comments, memos and codes
to the same segment of data.

Primary document families, then, served to organize our data-set by the ‘known
characteristics’ that we were particularly interested in, and quotations helped us
unitize our data in preparation for teamwork.

Figure 1. Primary document families in which data is organized by discussion group and at
which point of the instructional activity it occurred (prior to or after lecture).

International Journal of Social Research Methodology 7
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Engaging in teamwork through memos and merging

We started using ATLAS.ti in our research for two main reasons: (1) the size of our
datasets, and (2) the collaborative nature of the analysis. We discuss our collabora-
tive approach here because, like Housley and Smith (2011), we recognize that ‘the
research team’ is ‘a site of collaborative and interactive coding … that frames the
use and analysis of data, within an underlying context of CAQDAS software use’
(p. 431). We thus positioned this process as foundational to much of our work,
particularly our analysis of the blog data.

Specifically, we found the memo and merging features especially helpful for the
team aspect of our research. ‘Memos’ are in essence notes that you can write and
store within your project file. They can be free-standing or attached to segments
(called quotations) of your data. We always begin our new projects in ATLAS.ti by
creating a free-standing memo in which we explain the purpose of the study, the
research questions, the date we created the project in ATLAS.ti, and the purpose of
our first layer of analysis. See Figure 3 for an example of a free standing memo
focused on the overarching purpose of our study of therapeutic talk. Because our
study documentation memo is typically about the project in general, it was a
free-standing memo.

Writing memos throughout the analysis process ensures a transparent and reflex-
ive audit trail of all of our decisions (Siccama & Penna, 2008). In our research, this
has become particularly important when we needed to describe our analysis process
as part of a publication or presentation report. While some CAQDAS tools, such as
Transana and QSR NVivo, can support real-time collaborative analysis of data,

Figure 2. Creating units of analysis with the quotations feature.

8 T.M. Paulus and J.N. Lester
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ATLAS.ti team members must work individually within one copy of the project file
and later merge the separate analyses. This makes it even more important for each
member of the team to track their analysis process using memos, and to have one
team member serve as the project manager.

We have developed the following process for teamwork in ATLAS.ti. One of us
serves as the project manager and creates the initial project file (HU) by assigning
all primary documents and, if applicable, goes on to create quotations to serve as
units of analysis. The project manager then sends the HU to the team member(s),
after which each analyst works with her or his own copy of the HU, adding com-
ments and/or attaching memos to particular quotations that stand out, writing free
standing memos that capture questions and insights about the project as a whole,
and, eventually, engaging in coding and hyperlinking. Each team member then sends
their project file back to the project manager, who then uses the ‘merge’ function to
combine the analysis into a new file. The new merged file, with everyone’s work, is
then sent out to each team member to serve as the focal point of the next analytic
discussion.

This same process can be used no matter how many researchers are on the team.
Memos can be created by each team member to document their work, and all project
files can be merged periodically to compare analyses and adjust the analysis accord-
ingly. Because ATLAS.ti allows each user to create their own profile, the merged file
shows each person’s work tracked by name as illustrated in Figure 4.

This process made it very easy to see who had contributed various aspects of the
analysis (memos, comments, etc.), and increased the transparency of our work.

Transcription and synchronizing the transcript with the media file

Transcription is a central concern when working with audio or video data (Rapley,
2007). Positioned as ‘a constructive and conventional activity’ (Potter & Wetherell,
1987, p. 166), transcription is often described as one of the first steps in the analysis

Figure 3. A free standing memo focused on the research study’s purpose and aims.

International Journal of Social Research Methodology 9
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process. In the analysis of the 175 hours of therapy data, creating transcripts that
allowed us to stay close to the data was critical. While Gibson, Callery, Campbell,
Hall and Richards (2005) critiqued ATLAS.ti for its limitations around multimedia
data, they also argued for staying close to the actual data and not relying on the tran-
scripts alone during analysis. In ATLAS.ti, staying close to the data can occur
through the process of creating synchronized transcripts.

In the study of the therapy talk (Lester, 2012), the transcription process was ori-
ented to as interpretative and ‘selective’ (Ochs, 1979, p. 44), and began with close
listening and memoing across the data-set with segments of analytical importance
being either directly coded or ‘tagged’ for future transcription by using quotations.
This is a particularly useful feature when working with large data sets wherein some
portion of the recorded interactions may or may not be relevant to the analytic focus.
In the therapy talk study, the ‘tagged’ segments of the video data were transcribed.
While transcript types in this study ranged from verbatim (word for word representa-
tions of talk) to gisted (condensed version of the interaction) to visual (representa-
tion through images) to Jeffersonian (representation that include micro-features of
the talk, such as pauses and rising intonations), verbatim transcripts were created
first. These transcripts were synchronized with the recordings and time stamps (rep-
resented with ‘dots’, as illustrated in Figure 5) added to allow the analyst to return
to key phrases or actions in the media file while reviewing the transcript.

For instance, if an analyst clicks on a time stamp (indicated by the dot) in the
transcript, she will be returned to the portion of the audio or video file where the
actual interaction occurred, allowing her to both listen to and read the interaction. In
this way, the analyst stays close to the data, avoiding the risk of transforming every-
day talk to nothing more than words on paper (Lester, 2015).

Conducting initial searches of the data to narrow the analytic focus

Until now we have been discussing how ATLAS.ti supported our data management,
teamwork, and transcription processes. These features are likely useful for all

Figure 4. Tracking each research team member’s work in ATLAS.ti.
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qualitative researchers regardless of methodological approach. We now turn to
describing the steps we took that may be particularly useful for discourse and con-
versation analysts. There are several tools that can be useful early on in a study
when working with a large data-set. These include the word cruncher, text search,
and auto-coding tools. These tools can be used to ‘scope’ large datasets (Siccama &
Penna, 2008) for further analysis.

Word frequency counts are common to many software packages and are often a
good ‘way in’ to finding an area of focus in large datasets (Lindgren, 2013).
ATLAS.ti’s word frequency analysis tool serves this purpose. An example of its out-
put from the nutrition blogging study is illustrated in Figure 6, where we noted that
the most frequently occurring word in our data-set was ‘supplements’. This is not
surprising since this was the assigned topic of the blog conversations. We did, how-
ever, find the frequent use of ‘cognition verbs’ (think, know, agree) of interest, par-
ticularly as they might relate to how students were talking about their learning
(Paulus & Lester, 2013). We could also see as a result of this analysis that weight,
vitamins, body, protein, creatine and other key words were mentioned frequently–
and this helped us narrow our data-set for a closer analysis.

Another ‘way in’ to a large data-set is a simple text search, as illustrated in
Figure 7. Because the instructional task was for students to talk about dietary
supplements, we did a simple search for ‘supplement’ which took us to every part in
the data where the students had written this word. We did not necessarily attach
comments, memos or codes to each occurrence, but it was another way to help guide
our early extensive reading(s) of the data.

Finally, we were able to narrow our data-set for more intensive analysis by using
the autocode feature (Gibbs et al., 2002). When we wanted to take a closer look, for
example, at all the sentences or paragraphs in which students specifically mentioned
supplements, ATLAS.ti autocoded those portions of the data, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5. A transcript synchronized with an audio file.

International Journal of Social Research Methodology 11
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We could then retrieve and generate an output of these coded portions of the data
and use these outputs as new primary documents in ATLAS.ti to begin a closer
analysis.

Figure 6. Output results from word frequency tool.

Figure 7. Text search.
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In these ways, we have found word cruncher, text searches, and autocoding to
be most useful during our extensive reading of large datasets, providing a ‘way in’
(Gibbs et al., 2002; Lindgren, 2013) to areas of interest for intensive analysis. We
next turn to our use of ATLAS.ti for intensive analysis.

Engaging in ‘unmotivated looking’ through creating quotations

Richards and Richards (1998) remind us that ‘before computers, many researchers
did not code segments of text’, but rather ‘felt through, explored, read and re-read …
compared and systematically built upon data records, keeping growing memo records
about the accruing evidence and their exploration of its narrative …’ (p. 214).
Traditions such as CA/DA do not ‘code’ data as it is generally understood. Rather,
reading through the data repeatedly, noting its interesting aspects, and engaging in
‘unmotivated looking’ (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008) are common initial steps. Also,
line by line analysis is an important feature of CA studies. ATLAS.ti’s unique ability
to segment the data by creating quotations separately from codes provides greater
flexibility for the micro-analysis of data than the other CAQDAS packages.

We found both the quotation and memo features particularly useful for engaging
in unmotivated looking and line by line analysis. Because quotations can be created
without being attached to any commentary on the data, we could read through the
data and highlight interesting portions with quotations (Figure 9) much like high-
lighting paper copies of the data. When we wanted to make ‘margin notes’ next to
the quotations, the comment feature allowed this as well.

In Figure 9, a particular series of turns between two participants, D and J, are
highlighted, using the quotation feature to signal that something interesting is hap-
pening. Eventually, a comment, memo or code could be attached to this portion of
the data, but it is not required. Sometimes it was enough to create an output of all

Figure 8. Auto-coding of data-set.
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highlighted quotations, which could then be studied more intensively. This feature
was especially useful to identify potential sequential patterns in the 175 hours of
therapy data in an ‘unmotivated way.’ Rather than overlaying a coding structure, the
use of quotations allowed for a more emergent analytic approach to be taken
wherein the analyst could identify sequential patterns that were unexpected or sur-
prising. As described above, this output could then be turned into a new primary
document, uploaded into ATLAS.ti and analyzed further.

Narrowing the analytic focus through codes and outputs

After initially exploring our data through extensive reading, searching, and engaging
in unmotivated looking through creating quotations, we were ready to create some
broad analytic categories. At this point, we used the coding feature to help us nar-
row our data-set for further exploration. This could be done by using the auto-code
feature as explained above or by manually coding the data. For example, in the
nutrition blogging study we noticed that many students talked about their personal
experiences with supplements. We became interested in how personal experience
was used to justify a student’s stance towards the use of dietary supplements. To
explore this, we coded all instances of ‘personal experience’, resulting in 77 coded
quotations. The ‘code and retrieve’ feature allowed us to easily retrieve these 77
quotations for closer analysis as shown in Figure 10.

At this point, we had several options. We could generate an output report of all
77 of these quotations about personal experience and then create a new primary doc-
ument, which would allow us to focus only on this smaller subset of data. However,
this step runs the risk of separating this subset of data from its larger context, so this
may not be a step that all analysts are comfortable with. In our own work, we gener-
ally kept the coded data in its context, clicking through to see each coded quotation
in its original context and adding memos to engage in line by line analysis of what
was happening in the posts.

Figure 9. Quotation of transcribed data.
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Engaging in close, line by line analysis through memoing

Once we found the main focus of our analysis, we conducted a close analysis
through the use of the memo feature, as illustrated in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, we see a close analysis of how a student made the case for his use
of dietary supplements. This memo is attached to the opening post of the thread with
additional memos created for a line by line analysis of the comments. These memos,
then, kept the analyst close to the original data while also making it easy to extract
the analysis from software (by creating an output of the memos) to illustrate the
reworking of the analysis in the findings section of the research report.

Analysts who do not have large datasets may just choose to begin their analysis
with this step. A major benefit of ATLAS.ti is that it does not mandate any particular
analytic approach or sequence of features to use. While we chose in these projects
to begin our work with some large-scale searches and unmotivated looking across
the data due to the size of our data-set, in other projects we simply began by
creating memos that analyze what is happening in the conversational data.

Maintaining a focus on discursive action through hyperlinking and network views

Visual representations can be especially useful in language-based research
approaches. In our nutrition blogging study, we used the network view and the
hyperlinking tools to link together memos that had been created for a close analysis
of what was happening in the blog post conversations. In this way, we were able to
create a visual display of how the posts and comments worked together in the
thread. For example, we noted that students often began their blog posts by saying

Figure 10. Use of the code and retrieve function.
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‘I don’t know much about dietary supplements’ but then went on to share details of
what they did actually know (Lester & Paulus, 2011).

Hyperlinking analytic memos helped us explore how the students often used
personal experience to justify supplement use and, in contrast, used their beliefs to
justify their skepticism around supplement use. We later imported these hyperlinks
into a network view where we could visually explore the data further as shown in
Figure 12.

The network view can be used to display quotations, codes, or memos for further
analysis. Links between the objects can be created in the network view itself, or
within the data document as it is being read.

Exploring relationships with the query tool

While many discourse and conversation analysts do not consider ‘coding’ to be their
analytic strategy of choice, there may be some instances in which using the coding
feature is useful. Using coding to narrow the data-set is one example we have
already described, and searching for aspects of the data that co-occur or are in close
proximity to each other is another. Once meaningful codes were placed in the data,
we were able to systematically search our data through use of the query tool, which
Silver and Lewins (2014) referred to as ‘interrogating the dataset’. Silver and Lew-
ins (2014) noted that CAQDAS text-mining (code and retrieve) functionality can be
especially useful for language-oriented approaches to analysis. Access to the rele-
vant extracts of data, rather than coding, is the advantage for this kind of work.
They suggested coding for linguistic devices and the context in which they occur to
compare how devices are used differently in contextual discourses.

The query function in ATLAS.ti allowed us to search for how coded portions of
the text were related to other discursive features. For example, in the nutrition

Figure 11. Memo feature for close analysis.
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blogging study, we used a co-occurrence query to test our hunch about the connec-
tion between students’ use of their personal experience to support their pro-dietary
supplement views and the use of more abstract beliefs to support their anti-dietary
supplement use. After coding instances where students talked about personal
experience or beliefs, and where they took up a pro-supplement or anti-supplement
stance, we were able to see whether or not talking about personal experience
co-occurred with a pro-supplement stance. The co-occurrence query results are
shown in Figure 13.

The result of our query showed that personal experience was talked about twice
as often in conjunction with a pro-supplement stance than an anti-supplement stance.
There was less variation, though, in the use of beliefs to justify their pro- and
anti-supplement stance. While these numbers do not mean anything in and of
themselves, this type of query helped us explore possible relationships in our data.
By clicking on each cell, we could immediately navigate back to the data quotations
in context to explore how students were talking about personal experience in light of
their pro or anti-supplement stance and then use memos to write out our analysis.

Another useful query feature for conversation analysts is the use of ATLAS.ti
proximity operators such as the adjacency operator. The adjacency operator can help
establish ‘next turn proof’ (Schegloff, 2007) as justification for choosing particular
labels for conversational moves and even identify frequently occurring adjacency
pairs. In the therapy talk study, we were interested in how question formulations
were taken up in conversations. We thus coded instances of question formulations
and accounting and, in order to take a closer look at cases in which question formu-
lations were followed by accounting, ran an adjacency query. In Figure 14, the

Figure 12. Use of network views to illustrate discursive actions.
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query terms (‘accounting’ follows ‘temporal question formulation’) are displayed in
the upper windows with the results of the query in the lower window.

By clicking on each of the results in the lower window the analyst is taken back
to the data in context. In Figure 15, one of the results of where a temporal question
formulation is taken up through accounting is shown.

This type of coding and querying generally comes at the very end of a CA/DA
study, once initial reads of the data have resulted in some hunches or tentative find-
ings that you would like to explore more systematically.

Limitations

While we have found ATLAS.ti to be useful for our CA/DA work, we recognize that
limitations exist. First, few packages support real-time, collaborative analysis. While
we have found the merging features of ATLAS.ti to be sufficient in our collaborative
work, we recognize the need for real-time collaborative analytical tools. For exam-
ple, Sin (2008) described how teamwork in NVivo served to ‘open up the process of
analysis to scrutiny, thereby making evaluators accountable to the production of
findings and evidence’ (p. 357). Further, Housley and Smith (2011) described in
detail their use of ATLAS.ti to engage in team coding, analyzing, and ‘research
meeting talk’ in an effort to open up ‘the black box of collaborative team-based cod-
ing practices within social scientific research’ (p. 431). Indeed, collaboration is criti-
cal; however, particularly in CA/DA work there is often a need and desire to engage
in real-time analysis.

Figure 13. Co-occurrence query to explore relationships in data.
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Second, while ATLAS.ti affords the possibility of creating a synchronized tran-
script, it does not support the creation of a Jeffersonian transcript. This is a particu-
larly significant weakness for CA. Third, ATLAS.ti was not originally developed to
support video and audio analysis in the way that software such as Transana (Univer-
sity of Wisconsin) and Studiocode (Sportstec) were (see Lester, 2015); thus,
ATLAS.ti can seem slower and less sophisticated when working with large video
data sets. Fourth, ATLAS.ti has no way to easily import online interactional data
such as blog posts and comments without either copying and pasting the data into

Figure 14. Proximity operators to explore relationships in data.

Figure 15. Exploring the data based on proximity operators.
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new text documents and/or transforming the web pages into PDFs before uploading
them as primary documents. Hopefully, ATLAS.ti can soon make it possible to
import this type of data in a less labor-intensive way as there is currently no tool that
can easily capture first generation interactional data such as our blog data. While
QSR NVivo’s NCapture tool allows easy capture of certain social media data like
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn, even it does not support this level of
data retrieval. So, we call for features that would allow the analysis of online inter-
actional data in a more seamless way.

Conclusions

Learning new software can be a daunting task, and we do not minimize the invest-
ment of time and effort that such learning entails. Many of the critiques in the litera-
ture about the limitations of software for qualitative analysis, such as those described
by Gilbert et al. 2014, have not been consistent with our own experiences, and we
suspect that a lack of experience with the software often contributes to the percep-
tions of these limitations. We argue that rather than taking control away from the
researcher, ATLAS.ti enables the analyst to engage, through queries and networks, in
deeper levels of analysis than is possible by hand. Rather than requiring an analyst to
code data (Coffey et al., 1996; Gibbs et al., 2002; MacMillan, 2005), the software
provides various options for engaging with language-based data in context – be it
through creating quotations, writing memos, or linking portions of the data. These
strategies, rather than creating distance, support a very close reading of the data. In
addition, being able to listen to an audio recording in conjunction with reading a tran-
script keeps analysts close to the recorded data, which stands in contrast to relying
only on the first layer of data translation that a transcription represents.

Our years of experience with ATLAS.ti have taught us that it is only by commit-
ting to using the software in the context of an actual research study that its features
and functionality can be fully understood and mastered. It is difficult to understand
the differences between analysis by hand and analysis with software until one has
conducted their own study using the software. In many ways, we have found that
ATLAS.ti has solved problems that we encountered when doing analysis by hand in
earlier projects. How could we better keep multiple transcripts, audio files, and other
project documentation organized and visible in one space? How could we narrow a
large data-set for close analysis without losing the context of the data? How could
we compare findings across cases and explore possible relationships in the data?
How could we better track individual analytic contributions when working in teams?
How could we document our analytic processes over extended periods of time in
long-term projects? For us, ATLAS.ti provided solutions to these questions.

We encourage other language-based researchers who are interested in using soft-
ware to support their analysis to first consider identifying problems that they face in
analyzing their data by hand. Then, attend a training workshop, consult with an
experienced software user, and/or explore resources, such as Friese (2014), Silver
and Lewins (2014), and the extensive online tutorials provided by the software ven-
dors to identify how features of the software may help solve these problems.

In conclusion, we have found the use of ATLAS.ti to be extremely useful for
documenting our analytic decisions in a transparent, reflexive, rigorous and system-
atic way, and we encourage researchers working in language-based methodological
traditions to consider its use. Our ability to use ATLAS.ti to store and work with all
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of our data and research-related documents in one place, collaborate effectively as a
team, synchronize recordings to transcripts, conduct initial searches to narrow our
analytic focus, engage in unmotivated looking, engage in line-by-line analysis and
explore relationships in our data has made the software an indispensable tool for our
discourse work. Our experience has been similar to Kimmel (2012) who acknowl-
edged the limitations of ATLAS.ti for multimedia coding, yet praised its coding
power and visualization and hyperlinking features, noting that:

While the tool itself decides nothing for you, it systematizes the procedure via checks
and good workflow management, provide utilities for making decisions, facilitates
multi-level categorization, and provides leverage on large corpora. Software makes her-
meneutic skills reflexive and encourages the systematic presentation of what sometimes
appears as research ‘alchemy’. (p. 38)

This said, we acknowledge that no technology of any sort is neutral. As Gilbert
et al. (2014) noted, even:

… manual methods are not ‘tool-free’ … the reality is that EVERY tool influences
practice – from audio and video recorders to word processors or even note-taking –
and researcher reflections on methods must also include reflections on the thoughtful
use of appropriate tools. (p. 230)

It is only by transparently and reflexively documenting the use of technologies, such
as we have done in this paper, that their affordances and constraints can be made
visible to not only other researchers but the consumers of research. We hope this
paper encourages other conversation and discourse researchers to share their own
methodological reflections on the use of software in their work.
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